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Curious Minds
Plum Spooky, the First Full Length Stephanie Plum
Between-the-Numbers Novel from #1 Bestselling
Author Janet Evanovich. Turn on all the lights and
check under your bed. Things are about to get spooky
in Trenton, New Jersey. According to legend, the
Jersey Devil prowls the Pine Barrens and soars above
the treetops in the dark of night. As eerie as this
might seem, there are things in the Barrens that are
even more frightening and dangerous. And there are
monkeys. Lots of monkeys. Wulf Grimoire is a world
wanderer and an opportunist who can kill without
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remorse and disappear like smoke. He's chosen
Martin Munch, boy genius, as his new business
partner, and he's chosen the Barrens as his new
playground. Munch received his doctorate degree in
quantum physics when he was twenty-two. He's now
twenty-four, and while his brain is large, his body
hasn't made it out of the boys' department at Macy's.
Anyone who says good things come in small packages
hasn't met Munch. Wulf Grimoire is looking for world
domination. Martin Munch would be happy if he could
just get a woman naked and tied to a tree. Bounty
hunter Stephanie Plum has Munch on her mostwanted list for failure to appear in court. Plum is the
all-American girl stuck in an uncomfortable job,
succeeding on luck and tenacity. Usually she gets her
man. This time she gets a monkey. She also gets a
big guy named Diesel. Diesel pops in and out of
Plum's life like birthday cake – delicious to look at and
taste, not especially healthy as a steady diet, gone by
the end of the week if not sooner. He's an über
bounty hunter with special skills when it comes to
tracking men and pleasing women. He's after
Grimoire, and now he's also after Munch. And if truth
were told, he wouldn't mind setting Stephanie Plum in
his crosshairs. Diesel and Plum hunt down Munch and
Grimoire, following them into the Barrens, surviving
cranberry bogs, the Jersey Devil, a hair-raising
experience, sand in their underwear, and, of course . .
. monkeys.

Spring for Susannah
Personal vendettas, hidden treasure, and a monkey
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named Carl will send bounty hunter Stephanie Plum
on her most explosive adventure yet. The Crime:
Armed robbery to the tune of nine million dollars Dom
Rizzi robbed a bank, stashed the money, and did the
time. His family couldn't be more proud. He always
was the smart one. The Cousin: Joe Morelli Joe Morelli,
Dom Rizzi, and Dom's sister, Loretta, are cousins.
Morelli is a cop, Rizzi robs banks, and Loretta is a
single mother waiting tables at the firehouse. The allAmerican family. The Complications: Murder,
kidnapping, destruction of personal property, and acid
reflux Less than a week after Dom's release from
prison, Joe Morelli has shadowy figures breaking into
his house and dying in his basement. He's getting
threatening messages, Loretta is kidnapped, and Dom
is missing. The Catastrophe: Moonman Morelli hires
Walter "Mooner" Dunphy, stoner and "inventor"
turned crime fighter, to protect his house. Morelli
can't afford a lot on a cop's salary, and Mooner will
work for potatoes. The Cupcake: Stephanie Plum
Stephanie and Morelli have a long-standing
relationship that involves sex, affection, and driving
each other nuts. She's a bond enforcement agent with
more luck than talent, and she's involved in this bankrobbery-gone-bad disaster from day one. The Crisis: A
favor for Ranger Security expert Carlos Manoso,
street name Ranger, has a job for Stephanie that will
involve night work. Morelli has his own ideas
regarding Stephanie's evening activities. The
Conclusion: Only the fearless should listen to Fearless
Fourteen by Janet Evanovich. Thrills, chills, and
incontinence may result.
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More Plums in One
Two for the Dough is irresistible fun and powerful
suspense entertainment from an acclaimed author
who is already a national star. It’s Stephanie Plum,
New Jersey’s “fugitive apprehension” agent (a.k.a.
bounty hunter), introduced to the world by Janet
Evanovich in the award-winning and bestselling novel
One for the Money. Now Stephanie's back, armed with
attitude—not to mention stun guns, defense sprays,
killer flashlights, and her trusty .38, Stephanie is after
a new bail jumper, Kenny Mancuso, a boy from
Trenton’s burg. He’s fresh out of the army,
suspiciously wealthy, and he’s just shot his best
friend. With her bounty hunter pal Ranger stepping in
occasionally to advise her, Stephanie staggers kneedeep in corpses and caskets as she traipses through
back streets, dark alleys, and funeral parlors. And
nobody knows funeral parlors better than Stephanie's
irrepressible Grandma Mazur, a lady whose favorite
pastime is grabbing a front-row seat at a
neighborhood wake. So, Stephanie uses Grandma as
a cover to follow leads, but loses control when
Grandma warms to the action, packing a cool pistol.
Much to the family’s chagrin, Stephanie and Granny
may soon have the elusive Kenny in their sights. Fasttalking, slow-handed vice cop Joe Morelli joins in the
case, since the prey happens to be his young cousin.
And if the assignment calls for an automobile
stakeout for two with the woman who puts his libido
in overdrive, Morelli’s not one to object. Low on
expertise but learning fast, high on resilience, and
despite the help she gets from friends and relatives,
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Stephanie eventually must face the danger alone
when embalmed body parts begin to arrive on her
doorstep and she’s targeted for a nasty death by the
most loathsome adversary she's ever encountered.
Another case like this and she'll be a real pro.

The End of Me: The Single Lady Spy 1
While working for her bail bondsman cousin, Vinnie,
Trenton, New Jersey, bounty hunter Stephanie Plum
finds herself hot on the trail of a revenge-seeking
waitress who seems to be leaving a wide swath of
murder and mayhem wherever she goes. Reprint.
Tour.

To the Nines
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In the heart of
Trenton, N.J., a killer is out to make sure someone
gets his just desserts. Larry Virgil skipped out on his
latest court date after he was arrested for hijacking
an eighteen-wheeler full of premium bourbon.
Fortunately for bounty hunter Stephanie Plum, Larry
is just stupid enough to attempt almost the exact
same crime again. Only this time he flees the scene,
leaving behind a freezer truck loaded with Bogart ice
cream and a dead body—frozen solid and covered in
chocolate and chopped pecans. As fate would have it,
Stephanie’s mentor and occasional employer, Ranger,
needs her to go undercover at the Bogart factory to
find out who’s putting their employees on ice and
sabotaging the business. It’s going to be hard for
Stephanie to keep her hands off all that ice cream,
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and even harder for her to keep her hands off Ranger.
It’s also going to be hard to explain to Trenton’s
hottest cop, Joe Morelli, why she is spending late
nights with Ranger, late nights with Lula and Randy
Briggs—who are naked and afraid—and late nights
keeping tabs on Grandma Mazur and her new fella.
Stephanie Plum has a lot on her plate, but for a girl
who claims to have “virtually no marketable skills,”
these are the kinds of sweet assignments she does
best.

Wicked Charms
Barney and Hooker are together again and fighting
crime, leaving a trail of chaos, panic, and disorder in
their wake. Some would say they're drawn toward
trouble like a moth to a flame. Others would claim
their friends, Rosa and Felicia, dump trouble in
Barney’s and Hooker’s laps. Either way, they are in
over their heads when Rosa is kidnapped, and her
disappearance is linked to a dangerous voodoo priest
and his search for a mystery-drenched stolen statue.
Written by Janet and Alex Evanovich, and illustrated
by Joëlle Jones (Dr. Horrible, Token), Troublemaker
brings ultimate adventure set in sun-filled Miami! •
Janet Evanovich, the New York Times number-one
best-selling author, brings her hit Barnaby series to
Dark Horse Comics! • The entire Troublemaker story
collected into one affordable volume! • “With art
reminiscent of the Florida sun and writing
supercharged with action, the Troublemaker graphic
novel from best-selling author Evanovich and her
daughter is a winner!”—RT Book Reviews
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Takedown Twenty
Stephanie Plum finds herself in trouble when her
seatmate on her Hawaii to Newark flight winds up
dead and a motley collection of thugs, as well as the
FBI, search for a photo the man was reportedly
carrying--a photo that only Stephanie has seen.

Breaking Nova
Stephanie chases after powerful mobster Salvatore
"Uncle Sunny" Sunucchi, who is on the lam, and helps
security specialist Ranger catch the killer of his top
client's mother as a giraffe named Kevin runs wild in
Trenton.

Turbo Twenty-Three
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The irrepressibly
charming duo of Emerson Knight and Riley Moon
returns in another gripping mystery by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Janet Evanovich. Buddhist
monk Wayan Bagus lost his island of solitude and
wants to get it back. The island was about two
hundred miles northeast of Samoa. It had a mountain,
beaches, a rain forest, and a volcano. And now it’s
gone. Poof! Vanished without a trace. Brilliant and
boyishly charming Emerson Knight likes nothing
better than solving an unsolvable, improbable
mystery. And finding a missing island is better than
Christmas morning in the Knight household. When
clues lead to a dark and sinister secret that is being
guarded by the National Park Service, Emerson will
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need to assemble a crack team for help. Since a crack
team isn’t available, he enlists Riley Moon and his
cousin Vernon. Riley Moon has a Harvard business
degree and can shoot the eyes out of a grasshopper
at fifty feet, but she can’t figure out how to escape
the vortex of Emerson Knight’s odd life. Vernon has
been Emerson’s loyal and enthusiastic partner in
crime since childhood. He now lives in an RV behind
Emerson’s house. Together, this ragtag, mismatched
trio will embark on a worldwide investigation that will
expose a conspiracy one hundred years in the
making.

The Husband List
#1 bestselling author Janet Evanovich’s Stephanie
Plum novels are: “irresistible” (Houston Chronicle),
“stunning” (Booklist), “outrageous” (Publishers
Weekly), “brilliantly evocative” (The Denver Post),
and “making trouble and winning hearts” (USA
Today). New Jersey bounty hunter Stephanie Plum is
certain of three truths: People don’t just vanish into
thin air. Never anger old people. And don’t do what
Tiki tells you to do. After a slow summer of chasing
low-level skips for her cousin Vinnie’s bail bonds
agency, Stephanie Plum finally lands an assignment
that could put her checkbook back in the black.
Geoffrey Cubbin, facing trial for embezzling millions
from Trenton’s premier assisted-living facility, has
mysteriously vanished from the hospital after an
emergency appendectomy. Now it’s on Stephanie to
track him down. Unfortunately, Cubbin has
disappeared without a trace, a witness, or his moneyPage 8/29
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hungry wife. Rumors are stirring that he must have
had help with the daring escape . . . or that maybe he
never made it out of his room alive. Since the hospital
staff’s lips seem to be tighter than the security, and
it’s hard for Stephanie to blend in to assisted living,
Stephanie’s Grandma Mazur goes in undercover. But
when a second felon goes missing from the same
hospital, Stephanie is forced into working side by side
with Trenton’s hottest cop, Joe Morelli, in order to
crack the case. The real problem is, no Cubbin also
means no way to pay the rent. Desperate for
money—or maybe just desperate—Stephanie accepts
a secondary job guarding her secretive and
mouthwatering mentor Ranger from a deadly Special
Forces adversary. While Stephanie is notorious for
finding trouble, she may have found a little more than
she bargained for this time around. Then again—a
little food poisoning, some threatening notes, and a
bridesmaid’s dress with an excess of taffeta never
killed anyone . . . or did they? If Stephanie Plum wants
to bring in a paycheck, she’ll have to remember: No
guts, no glory. BONUS: This edition contains an
excerpt from Janet Evanovich's Takedown Twenty.

Two For The Dough
Looking to get lucky? Stephanie Plum is back betweenthe-numbers and she's looking to get lucky in an
Atlantic City hotel room, in a Winnebago, and with a
brown-eyed stud who has stolen her heart. Stephanie
Plum has a way of attracting danger, lunatics,
oddballs, bad luck . . . and mystery men. And no one
is more mysterious than the unmentionable Diesel.
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He's back and hot on the trail of a little man in green
pants who's lost a giant bag of money. Problem is, the
money isn't exactly lost. Stephanie's Grandma Mazur
has found it, and like any good Jersey senior citizen,
she's hightailed it in a Winnebago to Atlantic City and
hit the slots. With Lula and Connie in tow, Stephanie
attempts to bring Grandma home, but the luck of the
Irish is rubbing off on everyone: Lula's found a job
modeling plus-size lingerie. Connie's found a guy.
Diesel's found Stephanie. And Stephanie has found
herself in over her head with a caper involving thricestolen money, a racehorse, a car chase, and a bad
case of hives. Plum Lucky is an all-you-can-eat buffet
of thrills, chills, shrimp cocktail, plus-size underwear,
and scorching hot men. It's a between-the-numbers
treat no Evanovich fan will want to miss!

Fortune and Glory
#1 New York Times #1 Wall Street Journal #1 Los
Angeles Times #1 Entertainment Weekly #1
Publishers Weekly Stephanie Plum is thinking her
career as a fugitive apprehension agent has run its
course. She's been shot at, spat at, cussed at, firebombed, mooned, and attacked by dogs. Time for a
change, Stephanie thinks. Time to find the kind of job
her mother can tell her friends about without making
the sign of the cross. So Stephanie Plum quits.
Resigns. No looking back. No changing her mind. She
wants something safe and normal. As it turns out,
jobs that are safe and normal for most people aren't
necessarily safe and normal for Stephanie Plum.
Trouble follows her, and the kind of trouble she had at
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the bail bonds office can't compare to the kind of
trouble she finds herself facing now. Her past has
come back to haunt her. She's stalked by a maniac
returned from the grave for the sole purpose of
putting her into a burial plot of her own. He's killed
before, and he'll kill again if given the chance. Caught
between staying far away from the bounty hunter
business and staying alive, Stephanie reexamines her
life and the possibility that being a bounty hunter is
the solution rather than the problem. After
disturbingly brief careers at the button factory, Kan
Klean Dry Cleaners, and Cluck-in-a-Bucket, Stephanie
takes an office position in security, working for
Ranger, the sexiest, baddest bounty hunter and
businessman on two continents. It might not be the
job she'll keep for the rest of her life, but for now it
gives her the technical access she needs to find her
stalker. Tempers and temperatures rise as
competition ratchets up between the two men in her
life---her on-again, off-again boyfriend, tough Trenton
cop Joe Morelli, and her bad-ass boss, Ranger. Can
Stephanie Plum take the heat? Can you? Between the
adventure and the adversity there's attitude, and
Stephanie Plum's got plenty in her newest
misadventure from Janet Evanovich, Eleven on Top.

Twelve Sharp
Elizabeth Tucker continues to fall for the irresistible
Diesel, who protects her from his villianous cousin as
they investigate the murder of a Harvard professor
who was seeking the Luxuria Stone.
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Dangerous Minds
More Plums in One. The adventures continue for
Stephanie Plum, Trenton's best-known bounty hunter,
in these three Complete Plum Novels from #1
Bestselling Author Janet Evanovich! Four to Score:
Stephanie Plum is forced to enlist the help of
Grandma Mazur, ex-hooker and wannabe bounty
hunter Lula, and transvestite rock musician Sally
Sweet in an attempt to capture revenge-seeking
waitress Maxine Nowicki. Threatening messages,
murder, firebombs, and archnemesis Joyce Barnhardt
pale in comparison to the greatest danger of all when,
homeless and broke, Stephanie and her hamster, Rex,
move in with vice cop Joe Morelli. High Five: Out of
bail skippers and rent money, Stephanie throws
caution to the wind and follows in the entrepreneurial
bootsteps of Super Bounty Hunter Ranger, engaging
in morally correct and marginally legal enterprises.
Stephanie's problems escalate when homicidal rapist
Benito Ramirez returns, her Uncle Fred disappears, a
nasty bookie starts following her around town, and
she has nothing to wear to the Mafia wedding. Hot
Six: Stephanie Plum and Trenton vice cop Joe Morelli
join forces to find the madman killer who shot and
barbecued the youngest son of international blackmarket arms dealer Alexander Ramos. The man
wanted for the crime is Carlos Manoso, street name
Ranger. Minutes before the crime occurs, Ranger is
caught on video, at the scene, with the victim. Bad
enough Stephanie has to bring in the man who taught
her everything she knows about fugitive
apprehension, now her maternal grandmother has
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moved in and a dog with an eating disorder has
adopted her. One unbeatable bestselling author.
Three classic Stephanie Plum stories. Criminally
original and stone brilliant, this Intermediate Bounty
Hunting Survival Manual is blockbuster entertainment.

How I Write
Bounty hunter Stephanie Plum searches in vain for
suspected killer Jimmy Poletti while unwillingly
providing protection for Randy Briggs, Poletti's
bookkeeper and next potential victim.

Plum Spooky
A latest entry in the series by the author of the
Stephanie Plum novels and the author of the Monk
series finds Agent O'Hare reluctantly partnering with
con-man Nicolas Fox to take down a big-league
criminal. 500,000 first printing.

Hurricane Force
When unlikely partners FBI agent Kate O'Hare and con
man Nicholas Fox investigate a missing Silicon Valley
billionaire known as the Big Kahuna, they go
undercover as a married couple in Paia, Maui, to find
the man's son

The Big Kahuna
Welcome to Trenton, New Jersey, where bounty
hunter Stephanie Plum's life is about to implode in
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Janet Evanovich's wildest, hottest novel yet! FIRST A
STRANGER APPEARS While chasing down the usual
cast of miscreants and weirdos Stephanie discovers
that a crazed woman is stalking her. THEN THE
STRANGER REVEALS HER SECRETS The woman
dresses in black, carries a 9mm Glock, and has a bad
attitude and a mysterious connection to dark and
dangerous Carlos Manoso street name, Ranger. NEXT,
SOMEBODY DIES The action turns deadly serious, and
Stephanie goes from hunting skips to hunting a
murderer. SOON, THE CHASE IS ON Ranger needs
Stephanie for more reasons than he can say. And
now, the two are working together to find a killer,
rescue a missing child, and stop a lunatic from raising
the body count. When Stephanie Plum and Ranger get
too close for comfort, vice cop Joe Morelli (her onagain, off-again boyfriend) steps in. Will the ticking
clock stop at the stroke of twelve, or will a stranger in
the wind find a way to stop Stephanie Plumforever?
Filled with Janet Evanovich's trademark action,
nonstop adventure, and sharp humor, Twelve Sharp
shows why her novels have been called "hot stuff"
(The New York Times), and Evanovich herself "the
master" (San Francisco Examiner).

Wicked Business
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Janet Evanovich,
bestselling author of the Stephanie Plum series,
teams up with Emmy-winning writer Phoef Sutton for
a brand-new series of mysteries featuring Emerson
Knight and Riley Moon, a dynamic duo with instant
and undeniable chemistry. Emerson Knight is
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introverted, eccentric, and has little to no sense of
social etiquette. Good thing he’s also brilliant, rich,
and (some people might say) handsome, or he’d
probably be homeless. Riley Moon has just graduated
from Harvard Business and Harvard Law. Her
aggressive Texas spitfire attitude has helped her land
her dream job as a junior analyst with mega-bank
Blane-Grunwald. At least Riley Moon thought it was
her dream job, until she is given her first assignment:
babysitting Emerson Knight. What starts off as an
inquiry about missing bank funds in the Knight
account leads to inquiries about a missing man,
missing gold, and a life-and-death race across the
country. Through the streets of Washington, D.C., and
down into the underground vault of the Federal
Reserve in New York City, an evil plan is exposed. A
plan so sinister that only a megalomaniac could think
it up, and only the unlikely duo of the irrepressibly
charming Emerson Knight and the tenacious Riley
Moon can stop it. Praise for Curious Minds “The oneliners fly at a ferocious pace. . . . Evanovich fans will
find this closer in style to the Stephanie Plum
novels.”—Booklist “Evanovich’s comedic timing and
pacing are evident on every page.”—Daily Republic

Notorious Nineteen
A retired spy.A dead husband.A new job offer to save
the world.It

Wicked Appetite
From New York Times bestselling author Jana DeLeon,
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the seventh book in the Miss Fortune series. A force to
be reckoned with… During missions as a CIA assassin,
Fortune Redding saw and overcame most every
obstacle, but Sinful, Louisiana, keeps producing new
challenges for her. When a hurricane blows through, it
brings a shower of counterfeit money raining down on
the tiny bayou town. When the money is linked back
to Ahmad, the arms dealer who issued the kill order
on Fortune, everyone is worried that her nemesis is
far too close for comfort. When Ahmad’s men turn up
in Sinful, the situation becomes life-and-death for
Fortune, Ida Belle, and Gertie, and Deputy Carter
LeBlanc learns Fortune’s true identity. As Swamp
Team 3 rushes to locate the counterfeiter, Fortune
hopes to take down Ahmad and free herself from her
fake life. But will her relationship with Carter make it
now that he knows the truth?

Visions of Sugar Plums
A fast-paced mystery with sizzling romantic tension
between Stephanie Plum, her on-again-off-again
boyfriend Joe Morelli and the magnetic, dangerous,
Ranger.

Confessions of a Subprime Lender
The twenty-seventh entry in the #1 New York Times
bestselling series isn’t just the biggest case of
Stephanie Plum’s career. It’s the adventure of a
lifetime. When Stephanie’s beloved Grandma Mazur's
new husband died on their wedding night, the only
thing he left her was a beat-up old easy chair…and
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the keys to a life-changing fortune. But as Stephanie
and Grandma Mazur search for Jimmy Rosolli’s
treasure, they discover that they’re not the only ones
on the hunt. Two dangerous enemies from the past
stand in their way—along with a new adversary who’s
even more formidable: Gabriela Rose, a dark-eyed
beauty from Little Havana with a taste for designer
clothes. She’s also a soldier of fortune, a gourmet
cook, an expert in firearms and mixed martial
arts—and someone who’s about to give Stephanie a
real run for her money. Stephanie may be in over her
head, but she’s got two things that Gabriela doesn’t:
an unbreakable bond with her family and a stubborn
streak that will never let her quit. She’ll need both to
survive because this search for “fortune and glory”
will turn into a desperate race against time with more
on the line than ever before. Because even as she
searches for the treasure and fights to protect her
Grandma Mazur, her own deepest feelings will be
tested—as Stephanie could finally be forced to choose
between Joe Morelli and Ranger.

High Five
A holiday adventure finds Stephanie Plum struggling
to remove an intruder from her apartment and falling
for a mysterious newcomer.

Stephanie Plum One, Two, Three
On Boston's North Shore, pastry chef Lizzie Tucker is
recruited by newcomer Diesel to track down a cache
of priceless ancient relics while keeping them out of
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the hands of Diesel's criminal mastermind cousin.

Sizzling Sixteen
Former subprime lender Richard Bitner once worked
in an industry that started out helping disadvantaged
customers but collapsed due to greed, lack of
financial control and willful ignorance. In Confessions
of a Subprime Lender: An Insider's Tale of Greed,
Fraud, and Ignorance, he reveals the truth about how
the subprime lending business spiraled out of control,
pushed home prices to unsustainable levels, and
turned unqualified applicants into qualified borrowers
through creative financing. Learn about the ways the
mortgage industry can be fixed with his twenty
suggestions for critical change.

Fearless Fourteen
Stephanie Plum faces the toughest puzzle of her
career in the twenty-fifth entry in Janet Evanovich's
#1 New York Times-bestselling series, now in
paperback for the first time. There's nothing like a
good deli, and the Red River Deli in Trenton is one of
the best. World-famous for its pastrami, cole slaw,
and for its disappearing managers. Over the last
month, three have vanished from the face of the
earth, and the only clue in each case is one shoe
that's been left behind. The police are baffled. Lula is
convinced that it's a case of alien abduction.
Whatever it is, they'd better figure out what's going
on before they lose their new manager, Ms. Stephanie
Plum.
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The Job
THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR Nova Reed used to have dreams of
becoming a famous drummer, of marrying her true
love. But all of that was taken away in an instant. Now
she's getting by as best she can, though sometimes
that means doing things the old Nova would never do.
Things that are slowly eating away at her spirit. Every
day blends into the next, until she meets Quinton
Carter. Quinton once got a second chance at life, but
he doesn't want it. The tattoos on his chest are a
constant reminder of what he's done, what he's lost.
He's sworn to never allow happiness into his life, but
then beautiful, sweet Nova makes him smile. He
knows he's too damaged to get close to her, yet she's
the only one who can make him feel alive again.
Quinton will have to decide: does he deserve to start
over? Or should he pay for his past forever? Discover
the latest intense, passionate and page-turning novel
from number one New York Times bestselling
sensation Jessica Sorensen.

Finger Lickin' Fifteen
Hundreds of miles from home, Susannah faces an
uncertain future as a mail-order bride on the untamed
Dakota prairie. When her parents die suddenly, and
no suitors call, Susannah resigns herself to the only
option available: becoming a mail-order bride.
Agreeing to marry her pastor's brother, Jesse,
Susannah leaves the only home she's ever known for
the untamed frontier of the Dakota Territory. Her new
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husband is more loving and patient with her than she
believes she deserves. Still, there is also a wildness to
him that mirrors the wilderness surrounding them.
And Susannah finds herself constantly on edge. But
Jesse's confidence in her—and his faith in God's
perfect plan—slowly begin to chip away at the wall
she hides behind. When she miscarries in the brutal
Dakota winter, Susannah's fledgling faith in herself
and in God begins to crumble. Still, Jesse's love is
unwavering. Just when it seems like winter will never
end, Susannah finally sees the first tentative evidence
of spring. And with it, the realization that more than
the landscape has changed. She looks to the future
with a renewed heart. Yet in her wildest dreams, she
couldn't predict all that awaits her.

Look Alive Twenty-Five
In a handbook for aspiring writers, the best-selling
author of the Stephanie Plum novels answers
important questions about how she comes up with her
plots, the creation of memorable characters, what the
life of a full-time writer is like, what prospective
writers need to know about the publishing industry,
how to deal with rejection, and more. Original.
350,000 first printing.

Explosive Eighteen
Stephanie Plum, the brassy babe in the powder blue
Buick is back and she's having a bad hair day -- for
the whole month of January. She's been given the
unpopular task of finding Mo Bedemier, Trenton's
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most beloved citizen, arrested for carrying concealed,
gone no-show for his court appearance. And to make
matters worse, she's got Lula, a former hooker turned
file clerk -- now a wannabe bounty hunter -- at her
side, sticking like glue. Lula's big and blonde and
black and itching to get the chance to lock up a crook
in the trunk of her car. Morelli, the New Jersey vice
cop with the slow-burning smile that undermines a
girl's strongest resolve is being polite. So what does
this mean? Has he found a new love? Or is he
manipulating Steph, using her in his police
investigation, counting on her unmanageable
curiosity and competitive Jersey attitude? Once again,
the entire One for the Money crew is in action,
including Ranger and Grandma Mazur, searching for
Mo, tripping down a trail littered with dead drug
dealers, leading Stephanie to suspect Mo has traded
his ice-cream scoop for a vigilante gun. Cursed with a
disastrous new hair color and an increasing sense that
it's really time to get a new job, Stephanie spirals and
tumbles through Three to Get Deadly with all the
wisecracks and pace her fans have come to expect.

Plum Lucky
"Murdered and mummified nearly a century ago,
notorious bootlegger Collier "Peg Leg" Dazzle
discovered and re-hid a famous pirate's treasure
somewhere along the coast of New England. A vast
collection of gold and silver coins and precious gems,
the bounty also contains the Stone of Avarice--the
very item reluctant treasure seeker Lizzy Tucker and
her partner, Diesel, have been enlisted to find. While
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Lizzy would just like to live a quiet, semi-normal life,
Diesel is all about the hunt. And this hunt is going to
require a genuine treasure map and a ship worthy of
sailing the seven seas. or at least getting them from
Salem Harbor to Maine. Greed is eternal and
insatiable, and Lizzy and Diesel aren't the only ones
searching for the lost pirate's chest. People who have
dedicated their entire lives to finding it are willing to
commit murder or make a deal with the devil just to
hold the fortune in their hands. One of those people
may even be Wulf, Diesel's deceptively charming and
enigmatic cousin. Wulf desires the Stone of Avarice.
He also desires Lizzy. It's hard to say how far he's
willing to go to gain either one. Wicked Charms is a
swashbuckling adventure full of raiders, monkeys,
minions, and mayhem. Lizzy and Diesel are going to
have to do everything they can to keep their heads
above water and hope they're living a charmed life"--

Lean Mean Thirteen
Based on the family from the bestselling Love in a
Nutshell, the story of an heiress longing to marry for
love or not at all From The New York Times bestselling
writing duo Janet Evanovich and Dorien Kelly, comes
the story of a young woman's search for true love.
Caroline Maxwell would like nothing more than to join
her brother, Eddie, and his friend, Jack Culhane, on
their adventures. While Jack and Eddie are off seeing
the world, buying up businesses and building wildly
successful careers, Caroline's stuck at home
frightening off the men her mother hopes will ask for
her hand in marriage. When her mother sets her
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sights on the questionable Lord Bremerton as a
possible suitor, Caroline struggles with her instincts
and the true nature of her heart. She longs for
adventure, passion, love, and most of all . . . Jack
Culhane, an unconventional Irish-American bachelor
with new money and no title. A completely
unacceptable suitor in the eyes of Caroline's mother.
But Caroline's dark hair, brilliant eyes and quick wit
have Jack understanding just why it is people fall in
love and get married. Set in New York City in 1894,
The Husband List is an American gilded age romantic
mystery. It evokes memories of the lavish lifestyles
and social expectations of the Vanderbilts and
Rockefellers—a time when new money from the
Americas married Old World social prestige and
privilege. Dresses by Worth, transcontinental ocean
voyages, lavish parties, a little intrigue, and a lot of
romance await in, The Husband List.

Top Secret Twenty-one
When Lula witnesses celebrity chef Stanley Chipotle
literally losing his head, she and Stephanie must find
the killer before Lula becomes the next victim, while
Ranger asks for Stephanie's help to find out who is
leaking client information from within his

Four to Score
Trenton, New Jersey, bounty hunter Stephanie Plum
has inherited a "lucky" bottle from her Uncle Pip.
Problem is, Uncle Pip didn't specify if the bottle
brought good luck or bad luck. . . . BAD LUCK: Vinnie,
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of Vincent Plum Bail Bonds, has run up a gambling
debt of $786,000 with mobster Bobby Sunflower and
is being held until the cash can be produced. Nobody
else will pay to get Vinnie back, leaving it up to
Stephanie, office manager Connie, and file clerk Lula
to raise the money if they want to save their jobs.
GOOD LUCK: Being in the business of tracking down
people, Stephanie, Lula, and Connie have an
advantage in finding Vinnie. If they can rescue him, it
will buy them some time to raise the cash. BAD LUCK:
Finding a safe place to hide Vinnie turns out to be
harder than raising $786,000. Vinnie's messing up
Mooner's vibe, running up pay-per-view porn charges
in Ranger's apartment, and making Stephanie
question genetics. GOOD LUCK: Between a bonds
office yard sale that has the entire Burg turning out,
Mooner's Hobbit-Con charity event, and Uncle Pip's
lucky bottle, they just might raise enough money to
save the business, and Vinnie, from ruin. BAD LUCK:
Saving Vincent Plum Bail Bonds means Stephanie can
keep being a bounty hunter. In Trenton, this involves
hunting down a man wanted for polygamy, a turnpike
toilet paper bandit, and a drug dealer with a pet
alligator named Mr. Jingles. GOOD LUCK: The job of
bounty hunter comes with perks in the guise of
Trenton's hottest cop, Joe Morelli, and the dark and
dangerous security expert, Ranger. With any luck at
all, Uncle Pip's lucky bottle will have Stephanie
getting lucky---the only question is . . . with whom?
Janet Evanovich's Sizzling Sixteen . . . so hot, the
pages might spontaneously combust!

Tricky Twenty-Two
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Pursuing a skip, Stephanie travels to Las Vegas,
where she meets up with Sally Sweet, Joe Morelli, and
Ranger, and works to outmaneuver a trio of mobsters
who are determined to prevent Stephanie's return
home.

Troublemaker
Out of bail skippers and rent money, Stephanie Plum
throws caution to the wind and follows in the
entrepreneurial bootsteps of Super Bounty Hunter,
Ranger, engaging in morally correct and marginally
legal enterprises. So, a scumball blows himself to
smithereens on her first day of policing a crack house
and the sheik she was chauffeuring stole the limo. But
hey, nobody's perfect! Anyway, Stephanie has other
things on her mind. Her mother wants her to find
Uncle Fred who's missing after arguing with his
garbage company; homicidal rapist Benito Ramirez is
back, quoting scripture and stalking Stephanie; vice
cop Joe Morelli has a box of condoms with Stephanie's
name on it; and Stephanie's afraid Ranger has his
finger on her trigger. The whole gang's here for mirth
and mayhem in Janet Evanovich's High Five. Read at
your own risk in public places.

Eleven on Top
Trenton, New Jersey, bounty hunter Stephanie Plum
winds up in trouble again when she agrees to meet
with her old flame Dickie Orr, who promptly vanishes,
leaving Stephanie the prime suspect in his
disappearance.
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Hardcore Twenty-Four
Janet Evanovich’s #1 New York Times bestselling
sensation Stephanie Plum returns in her twenty-forth
thriller as mutilated corpses litter the streets of New
Jersey Trouble comes in bunches for Stephanie Plum.
First, professional grave robber and semi-professional
loon, Simon Diggery, won’t let her take him in until
she agrees to care for his boa constrictor, Ethel.
Stephanie’s main qualification for babysitting an
extremely large snake is that she owns a stun
gun—whether that’s for use on the wandering serpent
or the petrified neighbors remains to be seen. Events
take a dark turn when headless bodies start
appearing across town. At first, it’s just corpses from
a funeral home and the morgue that have had the
heads removed. But when a homeless man is
murdered and dumped behind a church Stephanie
knows that she’s the only one with a prayer of
catching this killer. If all that’s not enough, Diesel’s
back in town. The 6-foot-tall, blonde-haired hunk is a
man who accepts no limits—that includes locked
doors, closed windows and underwear. Trenton’s
hottest cop, Joe Morelli isn’t pleased at this
unexpected arrival nor is Ranger, the high-powered
security consultant who has his own plans for
Stephanie. As usual Jersey’s favorite bounty hunter is
stuck in the middle with more questions than
answers. What’s the deal with Grandma Mazur’s latest
online paramour? Who is behind the startling
epidemic of mutilated corpses? And is the enigmatic
Diesel’s sudden appearance a coincidence or the
cause of recent deadly events?
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Three To Get Deadly
Three complete novels: One for the Money, Two for
the Dough, and Three to Get Deadly, from the New
York Times #1 bestselling author, Janet Evanovich!
Here’s where it all began—the three novels that first
brought us Stephanie Plum, that bounty hunter with
attitude who stepped out of Trenton’s blue-collar
“burg” and into the heart of America. One for the
Money: Stephanie’s all grown up and out on her own,
living five miles from Mom and Dad and doing her
best to sever the world’s longest umbilical cord. Her
mother is a meddler and her grandmother is a few
cans short of a case. Out of work and out of money,
Stephanie blackmails her bail-bondsman cousin Vinnie
into giving her a try as an apprehension agent.
Stephanie knows zilch about the job requirements,
but she figures her new pal, el-primo bounty hunter
Ranger, can teach her what it takes to catch a crook.
Her first assignment: nail Joe Morelli, a former vice
cop on the run from a charge of murder one. Morelli’s
the inamorato who charmed Stephanie out of her
virginity at age sixteen. There’s still powerful
chemistry between them, so the chase is interesting.
Two for the Dough: Stephanie takes to the mean
streets of Trenton, armed with attitude (not to
mention stun guns and defense sprays), to find Kenny
Mancuso, who recently shot his best friend and is on
the run. Aided by the enigmatic Ranger, who knows a
thing or two about bounty hunting, and by her
irrepressible Grandma Mazur, Stephanie forms a
shaky alliance with her favorite cop, Joe Morelli, for a
tumultuous chase through back alleys and Grandma's
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favorite funeral parlors. Three to Get Deadly:
Stephanie is having a bad hair day—for the whole
month of January. She’s looking for Mo Bedemier,
Trenton’s most beloved citizen, who was charged with
carrying concealed and skipped bail. To help her,
she’s got Lula, a former hooker turned file clerk. Big,
blonde, and black, Lula’s itching to lock up a crook in
the trunk of her car. And Morelli, the cop with the slowburning smile, is acting polite even after Stephanie
finds more bodies than the Trenton PD has seen in
years. That’s a bad sign for sure. Funny and fabulous,
Janet Evanovich is at her sparkling best in these three
novels that launched a bestselling phenomenon.
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